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0. Introduction 
We describe a general framework for lifting a symmetric bilinear form over a 
commutative ring to a form over a larger ring with a (possibly trivial), involution. This 
involves using either a ‘trace’ map or equivalently an ‘averaging’ process. Such 
procedures have been used by several authors in connection with algebraic or 
topological problems, e.g. [3,4, 5,6, 7,9]. Our setting includes these procedures as 
special cases. 
In Sections 1 and 2 we set up our framework and give examples. In Section 3 we 
discuss briefly the behaviour of isometries of forms. In Section 4 we relate our 
process to the ‘going up’ process of [3] gotten by their product of forms. In Section 5 
we give a shorter proof than our original (unpublished) proof of the equivalence of 
the multi-signature (defined via Morita theory) and the Atiyah-Singer signature of a 
hermitian form over the real group ring of a finite group. These signatures are useful 
in surgery obstruction theory, [ 10, 111. 
Let K be a commutative ring with identity. Let A be a K-algebra with identity. We 
will identify K with K. lA c A. We will further assume that A is a free K-module of 
finite rank. 
Definition 1.1. A will be called a Frobenius algebra if there exists a non-singular 
K-bilinear form 
f:AxA-+K 
such that 
f(ab,c)= f(a,bc) for all a,b,c E A. 
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(For K CI field this is equivalent to the usual definition, i.e. that the left and right 
regular representations of A are equivalent 121). 
Definition 1.2. A will be called a symmetric algebra if it is a Frobenius algebra, as 
above, with a form f which is symmetric, i.e. 
f(a,b) = f(h.a) for all a,b E A 
Suppose now that A has an involution, i.e. an anti-automorphism of period two, 
with K being fixed under the involution. We will use the symbol - for the involution. 
Let F = *1 and suppose that, for all a,h E A, 
_ 
f(G) = Ff(Q,h) (:lc) 
Lemma 1.3. Let A be a Frobenuis algebra with involution satisfying (*). Then A is a 
symmetric algebra. 
Proof. f(a,b)=f(ab,1)=ef(ab,1)=ef(b~,l)=~f(b;~)=e’f(b,a)=f(b,a). 
Several different examples fit into the above scheme of Frobenius algebras with 
involution. 
(1) A = K17, the group algebra of a finite group Z7. A has the standard involution 
sending g to g-’ for each g E 17. The form f is given by f(a,b) = coetficient of In in ab, 
and it satisfies (:s) with P = +l. 
(2) Let A be a finite extension field of the field K and choose a non-zero K-linear 
functional S : A + K. Define f(x,y ) = S(xy ) making A a symmetric algebra. This map 
plays a key role in the transfer theory of Scharlau [91 for studying quadratic forms 
under field extensions. 
(3) Let K be a field and let A be a central simple K-algebra with involution. (By 
this, we mean that A,,nZ(A)= K where Z(A) is the centre of A, AC1 = 
{a E A: 5 = a}, and A is simple in the usual sense). For the involution - on A, the 
trace map T: A + K has the property T(G) = T(a) for all a E A, and thus f(x,y) = 
T(xy ) makes A into a Frobenius algebra with involution satisfying (*) with F = + 1. 
(4) Let K be a commutative ring and p(t) E K [ t] a manic polynomial of degree n. 
Let A = K[t]/(p(t)) which will be a free K-module of rank n. Define f:A x A + K 
by f(x,y) = coefficient of t nm’ in the product xy. Then A is a symmetric algebra. 
(5) Let K be a commutative ring and K[t,tC’] the Laurent ring with t= tC’ 
defining an involution. Let p(t)E K[t,tC’] be such that p(t)=p(t) and that t”p(t) is a 
manic polynomial of degree n. Let A = K[t,tC’]/(p(t))which will be a free K-module 
of rank 2n. Define T:A+K by T(t”)=l, T(t’)=O for I-n~i~n~l. Then 
f(x,y) = T(xy) makes A into a Frobenius algebra with involution satisfying (*), and 
with F = -1 since T(tC”) = -1. 
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Examples (4) and (5) were used in [4] where self-adjoint, (resp. orthogonal) 
operators over K were classified by lifting them to symmetric bilinear (resp. skew 
hermitian), forms on torsion A-modules. See also [7]. 
Remark. Each of the above, except example (5) is given by an ‘involution trace’ in 
the sense of [3]. 
We could make our scheme more general by starting with an involution on K and 
having that on A extending it. The only change needed in our definitions is that (*) 
must become f(a,b) = ef(a,b). Provided this equation (*) holds we still get a sym- 
metric algebra. The involution trace of [3] is always included in this scheme. For any 
Frobenius algebra, T : A + K given by T(a) = f(a, 1) will be K-linear and will be a 
‘trace map’ if A is symmetric (since T(ab) = T(bu) for all u,b E A). 
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From now on A will be a Frobenius algebra with involution satisfying (*), (the 
involution may happen to be the identity when A is commutative). All our modules 
will be written as right A-modules or K-modules. Symmetric bilinear forms over K 
and A and hermitian or skew hermitian forms over A are defined in the usual way. 
Our hermitian forms will be anti-linear in the first variable and linear in the second, 
i.e. 
dcwY)=eJ(-?Y), 4kya)= 4kY)U. 
We will call forms s-hermitian by which we mean hermitian for E = +l, and 
skew-hermitian for E = - 1. Isometries and orthogonal sums are defined in the usual 
way. 
Let M be an A -module and 4 : M x M --j K a symmetric K-bilinear form, viewing 
M as a K-module. 
Definition 2.1. IJ will be called a truce form if there exists an &-hermitian form 
4 : M x M + A such that G(x,y) = f(4 (x,y),l) for all x,y E M. 
Lemma 2.2. Let C$ : M x M -+ A be an E -hermitiun form over A. Then, viewing Mas 
a K-module, theform fq5 :M x M + Kgiven by &5)(x,y)= f(4(x,y),l) forallx,y E M 
is symmetric bilinear over K and has the property (fq+)(xa,y ) = Cf~$)(x,yG) for all a E A, 
all x,y EM. 
Proof. Bilinearity is easily checked 
Symmetry comes from 
(f~)(Y,x)=f(~(Y,x),l)=&f(~(X,Y),l) 
=E2f(~(x,Y),l)=(f~)(xtY). 
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The last property comes from 
Cf~)(xa,y)=f(~(xa,y),l)= f(ad(X>YLl) 
= ff(MkY )) = f(w#)(YJ 1) 
=f(l,a~(Y,x))=f(l.~(Ya,.~)) 
= Ff(l,~(x.Ya))=f(l.~(x,ya))= (fd)(X>ya). 
Proposition 2.3. The symmetric bilinearform Cc, :A4 x M - K, Mbeingan A-module. 
is a ti-ace form if and only if 
$(xa,y) = $(x,yC) for all c1 E A, all x,y E M. 
Proof. Lemma 2.2 gives the implication one way. For the converse define 4 : M x 
M + K by the equation 
f(ii,qS(x,y)) = 1,4(xa,y) for all a E A, all x,y E M. 
The non-singularity of f ensures that C$ is well defined and it can be shown to be 
F-hermitian in a straightforward way. See [4] or [7]. 
The ‘going up’ process, (i.e. defining 4, given 4) can also be done by an averaging 
process as follows. Let n1,u7, . , a,, be a K-basis of A and let bI,b2, , b,, be a dual 
basis with respect to f, i.e. f(a,,b,)= &,. 
Lemma 2.4. A dual basis always exists. 
Proof. By the non-singularity off. 
Proposition 2.5. Let 4 : M x M + K be as in Proposition 2.3. Then C$ can be defined 
by 4ky)=C:=, clrkybib,. 
Proof. If 4 is defined as above. then 
f(b,,d(x,y)) = db,’ ,jz, G(x,yb,)a,) 
= $(x,yb,) as f (a,,b;) = S,, and f is symmetric 
= $(x&y) for all j. 
Hence 
f(G&(x,y)) = $(xa,y) for all a E A. 
i.e. C$ is the same as was defined in 2.3. 
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Corollary 2.6. The above definition of q5 depends only on f and not on the choice of 
basis and dual basis. 
Remark 1. This averaging process is sometimes convenient. For instance, in Exam- 
ple 1, A = KZ7 has natural basis gi,gz, . . , g,, the elements of U, and the dual basis is 
g;‘,gi’, . , g,‘, i.e. a re-ordering of the natural basis. 
Remark 2. We could be more general in this section by starting with a hermitian 
form over K and lifting to an c-hermitian form over A, K having an involution and 
(1:) being altered as in the remark at the end of Section 1. 
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From here on we will have F = + 1. 
We write 4, - A42 and CL1 - K42 for forms being isometric over A or K. 
The correspondence 4 + fd is a one-one correspondence between the set of 
F-hermitian forms over A and the set of trace forms over K. It is reasonable to ask if 
this becomes a one-one correspondence between sets of isometry classes of forms. It 
is clear that 4, - A~2 implies f@i - &$2. The converse is false in general, but we do 
have the following result of Jacobson [5]. 
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a division algebra over a field K and assume AU = K. Then 
41- A42 if and only if f4 I- &#Q (In particular, A can be a quadratic extension field of 
K or a quaternion algebra over K, each with the standard involution). 
Proof. Let 4, : A4i X A4i + A, i = 1,2. Then f4l- t& implies that there exist x E M,, 
y~M~,xfO, yfOsuchthatf4i(x,x)=f&(y,y)#O.Now 
(f&)(x,xb;) = +(f4l)(x,x(bi +bi)) 
= :(b, +b;)f4,(x,x) (since A. = K) 
= i(bi + b;)f4z(y,Y) = (_fdr)(y>yb,) 
where 6, are as in Section 2. 
Hence by Proposition 2.5 we get 4i(x,x)=&(y,y). Thus drllAx -A~2/Ay and 
hence f4llAx -I&JAY. 
Write Mi = Ax 0 (Ax)’ and M2 = Ay 0 (Ay)l, orthogonal decomposition with 
respect to 4ir& respectively. Then f4ll(Ax)l- ,&((Ay)l by the Witt cancellation 
theorem and the results follow by induction. See [8, Appendix 21. 
Note. For A = K(i), a quadratic extension field of K, (char K f 2) i2E K we take 
f : A x A + K as f(x,y ) = $(xy + xy). The standard basis { 1 ,i} of A over K has as dual 
basis { 1 ,i-I}. 
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For A a quaternion algebra over K, (char K f 2), generated by i,j with i’ E K, 
j2 E K, ij = -ii we have f defined as above, ( i = -i, r= -j). The standard basis 
{l,i,j,k} has as dual basis {l,i-‘,jP’,kP’} where k = ij. 
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Let 4 : A4 x M + K be a symmetric bilinear form on an arbitrary K-module M. 
There is a ‘going up’ process gotten by taking the product with the basic hermitian 
form 0 : A x A - A, 0(a,b) = Eb for all a,b E A. Specificially we get a form, denoted 
$A:AOM~A@M-+A given by +A(a@3m,bOm’)=~b$(m,m’). (tiA=B.G, 
product of forms as in [3]). 
Let G(K), resp. G(A), denote the Grothendieck group of symmetric bilinear 
forms over K, resp. hermitian forms over A. We have the following: 
Proposition 4.1. Consider the composite 
G(K)+ G(A)+ G(K), 
* - *A -+ f*^. 
Let g : A X A + K be defined by g(a,b) = f(Z,b). Then g is symmetric K-bilinear and 
f$* = 4. g, . denoting the product of forms over K. 
Proof. (fGA)(m 0 a, m’ 0 6) = f(ab+(m,m’),l) = $(m,m’)f(a,b) 
= 4(m,m’)g(a,b> = (~9. g>(m 0 a, m’ 0 b). 
Corollary 4.2. Suppose A has a basis a l,az, , a, with dual basis b,, . . , b, such 
that 6, = ai for each i. Then the above composite is multiplication by n. 
Proof. The matrix of g is then the identity n x n matrix and hence IJ. g = n$, 
orthogonal sum of n copies of 4. 
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In this section, we give a shorter proof of a result we proved a few years ago. See 
[ 10, p. 16.51 where the result is stated, though not quite in the same language. 
Let + : M x M --f R be a U-invariant symmetric bilinear form on an RIT-module 
M, I7 being a finite group and R denoting the real numbers. n-invariant means 
$(xg, yg) = G(x, y) for all g E 17. Such a form Ic, has a Z7-signature, in the style of 
Atiyah-Singer [l, p. 5871, which is an element of RO(LJ), the real representation 
ring of Z7. It is defined to be the element [M+] - [M-l E RO(Z7) where M = M’ 0 
MP is a splitting of M with Mf being a maximal Rfl-submodule on which Cc, is 
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positive definite, 4 being negative definite on M-. We can write the n-signature of Cc, 
as a linear combination C,, a,,~, each a, being an integer, and n running through a 
complete set of irreducible real representations of 17. 
Such forms $ may equivalently be viewed as hermitian forms 4 : A4 x A4 -+ RI7 
where 
(and f4 = q? where f is as in Section 1, Example 1). 
A form @ has a multi-signature [6] which is a collection {c,,} of integers indexed by 
the irreducible real representations of Ll. We recall briefly how (T,, is defined. 
RI7 = 1, R, where each R, is isomorphic to a matrix ring over the real numbers, 
complex numbers or quaternions. The module M splits as M =I,, M, where 
M,, = Me,,, e, being the central idempotent of RII corresponding to 77. The form c5 is 
easily shown to split into a ‘sum’ of forms 4” : M,, x M,, + R,. Each 4, has a 
signature, denoted u,,, which is defined via Morita theory [6]. 
Write G(R17) for the Grothendieck group of isometry classes of hermitian forms 
over RI& and write G(Z7: R) for the corresponding group of Z7-invariant real 
symmetric bilinear forms. (Isometries of such forms are required to be Rfl-module 
isomorphisms. 
Proposition 5.1. The diagram below commutes. 
G(I7: R)--+ G(RIJI) 
Ihignature 
I 1 
Multi-signature 
ROWI - L” 
m being the number of irreducible real representations and the lower map sending 
C,, a,q to {a,,}. (Explicitly, in the above notation, we claim that a,, = CT,,). 
Proof. 
*=c*,? q?,:M,,xM,-+R 
rl 
and 
Now f4 = $, f being as in Section 1, Example 1, and it is easily checked that f& = &,. 
(On each R,, f is really the trace map R, + R). The signature of I,+,, = 
a, a,&,)(e,) = a,,d,, where X,, is the character of 7, and d, is its degree. 
R, is easily checked to satisfy the assumption of Corollary 4.2. (Viewing R, as a 
matrix ring the involution on R, is conjugate transpose and f: R, X R, -+ R is given 
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by f(A, B) = !Trace(AB + AB)). Hence by Corollary 4.2 we get that the signature of 
f4, is &,d,. This completes the proof. 
For use of the multi-signature in connection with surgery obstruction groups see 
[ill. 
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